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Looking back・振り返り

Professional development?

Pretty much the only professional development opportunity was the JET 
mid-year seminar.

Any sort of PD was pretty much focused on “activities.” Overly-focused on 
productive skills, under-focused on students’ learning.

Not much about learner trajectories, school histories etc – what do we do 
for learners who will not end up using English?



Background・来歴

2007 Graduated University of 
Auckland (Japanese & Linguistics)

2008～2013 JET Programme ALT, 
Yamagata Prefecture (SHS)

2014～2017 Kyoto University
(Research student → Masters’ 
course, MEXT scholarship)

2017～ Kyoto University
(Doctoral candidate)

2019～ Kyoto Notre Dame 
University, Lecturer

JLPT 1 (2009), kanji kentei 2 (2010), kanji kentei pre-1 
(2011), sub homeroom teacher (2012～)

Student teaching/teacher’s license, engagement with 
schools, extracurricular activities & communities

Completing teacher’s course, joining the MEXT 
textbook evaluation committee, ongoing 
collaboration with schools in materials development



Looking back・振り返り

Some things (I think) I did right…

Some things (I’m sure) I did wrong…

Learning language (alongside students, actively 
learning with them)

USE Japanese (but adjust to JTEs’ preferences)*

Adjusting style for JTEs

Understood that I was a guest… sort of

Visiting other classes

Actively socialized with teachers outside of 
school

Lack of community building:
Isolating myself from other ALTs

Non-engagement in extra-
curriculars

Too great a focus on having 
students use English in class

*English-only in school contexts is pretty solidly rejected 
in recent language learning research (e.g., Galante et al, 
2020)



What I wish I knew… about language/language teaching

Looking back・振り返り

Assuming bilingualism as a goal: Bilingualism is an environmental issue rather 
than an educational one (Grosjean, 2010; Netten & Germain, 2012).

2021: “too much focus on speaking, so the students don’t understand the grammar”

2008: “too much focus on grammar so the students can’t communicate”

Learning about language is just as (perhaps more) important than learning language 
itself.



Looking back・振り返り

What I wish I knew… about language

Iceberg model: Cummins, 1980
Language domains: Grosjean, 1989; 2010

Bilinguals are not two 
monolinguals in one 

(Grosjean, 1989; 2010)

See also ‘Dynamic model of multilingualism,’ (Herdina & 
Jessner, 2002).



Recommended Reading
推薦図書

François Grosjean (2010) Bilingual: Life 
and Reality. Harvard University Press.

Daniel Coste, Danièle Moore & Geneviève Zarate (2009) 
Plurilingual and Pluricultural Competence. Council of Europe.
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Teaching Culture to Our Students
Beyond teacher-centered approaches
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Culture・文化

‘Culture’ is an extremely broad, and equally nebulous term. 
As ALTs, we are often expected to share ‘foreign’ culture 
with our students. In this session, I hope to share (and 
hear) opinions and ideas about what we expect students to 
learn through culturally-centered lessons, and how we can 
better contribute to learning. 



Lecture-style classes
情報伝達型授業

Excitement/Interest

ES

JHS

SHS

Self introduction-type lessons
i.e., conveying information about our 

home countries or ‘national-level’ culture 
in lecture-style, unidirectional classes

“The one thing I’ve seen literally all
ALTs fail at doing is on how to talk
about their hometown.
It always turns into a long boring
sermon with them getting emotional
and proud, and students falling asleep
on the desk... “

(Nick Wilson)



Disclaimer!

It’s perfectly fine to introduce our cultures as we interpret 
them, and to share things we want to with our students!

But there remains a bigger question: what do we want our 
students to learn?



Multiperspectivity
複眼的思考

Developing reflexive understandings of culture; fostering multiperspectivity and the ability to navigate ambiguity

＊

＊Credit: Jimmy Craig, theycantalk.com



https://altto.net/alts-as-cultural-instructors-introducing-frepa-as-a-
roadmap-to-teaching-about-culture-by-daniel-r-pearce/

https://altto.net/alts-as-cultural-instructors-introducing-frepa-as-a-roadmap-to-teaching-about-culture-by-daniel-r-pearce/


FREPA

https://carap.ecml.at/

…developed by the Council of Europe, FREPA is based upon the 
notions of plurilingual and pluricultural competence (for 
interested readers, there is more information below), the 
framework lists a number of key competences, as well as 
descriptors similar to those of the CEFR for knowledge, attitudes, 
and skills related to both language and culture.

https://carap.ecml.at/
https://carap.ecml.at/Descriptorsofresources/Tableaudescomp%C3%A9tences/tabid/3635/language/en-GB/Default.aspx
https://carap.ecml.at/Descriptorsofresources/1/tabid/3593/language/en-GB/Default.aspx
https://carap.ecml.at/Descriptorsofresources/2/tabid/3592/language/en-GB/Default.aspx
https://carap.ecml.at/Descriptorsofresources/Skills/tabid/2657/language/en-GB/Default.aspx


FREPA: Possible activities

FREPA Possible activities

→ Examining dialects of English and considering 
dialects in Japanese

→
Considering eating cultures: Do we clean our 
plates, or is leaving food polite? Is this 
arbitrary? Slurping while eating noodles –
why/why not?

→
Reflective activities on own reactions to a 
different culture. ‘How did it make you feel? 
Why? How do you think others might feel 
about Japanese culture?’

→
Studying/examining other cultures together 
with ALTs, and sharing reflections, discussing



FREPA: Can we use these?

FREPA: What activities can you think of?



An example: Examining biases: “Antonio & Ali”

Source: 
https://carap.ecml.at/

https://carap.ecml.at/
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